This essay concerns the resources for a conception of the extraordinary and the marvellous in relation to the individual. The ordinary had to be stretched and enhanced when the super-normal came into question. In the early-Victorian period the mechanised addendum or substitute for the human body was one locus which allowed Victorian culture to envisage both the monster and the super-hero. In the late-Victorian period metaphors relating to organic biological processes became more powerful; crucially, scientific developments allowed for revised conceptions of physical substance. New techniques emerged throughout the nineteenth century for looking at minute components of the organism, achieved by the treatment of samples in slides prepared for microscopes. With these developments, including investigations into cells and germs there was a radical revision of the understanding of the body and its possible boundaries. I see the art of Burne-Jones as bridging two kinds of resources for fantasies about the human body: fantasies relating to the cybernetic and those relating to the bacterial. In this essay I start by considering the ‘machine-man’ fantasy and I go on to suggest ways in which that was displaced by a new, fully biological conception of the monstrous-heroic in the later Victorian period.

Burne-Jones’s approach to these issues always started from the issue of the damaged self, subject to damage and constitutionally compromised. In psychic terms and in terms of the physical envelope the male protagonist of Burne-Jones’s narratives struggles to hold himself together. A constant theme of his work is the frail and melancholic hero achieving his feats against the odds. The ferocity of the environment, the disruptive processes of time, growth and decay, and the corroding, destabilising effects of desire and regret seem to take their toll on the person of the warrior. We find an echo in his biography of this subject position. He represents himself as an emaciated, physically frail specimen, and his wife Georgiana recounts the alarming episodes of physical collapse that he was prone to throughout his life. His spells of weakness sometimes lasted for months, characterised by feverishness,
weakness, fainting, insomnia and depression explained, in later life, as recurrences of influenza or malaria.

In the caricatures that Burne-Jones loved to include in letters to friends we see him repeatedly picturing himself as a thin, ineffectual figure, melancholic, lanky but shrunken, overwhelmed by the volume of work. He sits hollow cheeked, huddled in front of stacks of canvases or peers out disconsolately over the huge pile of letters that he has to deal with at breakfast. The overlapping shapes of canvases or letters (the letters in their stack, slipping and sliding away from the body that they obscure) are like plates of a dysfunctional suit of armour: all platelets yet offering neither protection nor definition of shape. The stamps on the envelopes in the breakfast scene resemble nuclei in desiccated cells that are being shed. The figure of Burne-Jones is all cuticle (or epidermis) and no cutis (or dermal layer).

Burne-Jones’s conviction of his own lack of substance is evidenced by a repeated motif in the story of his life as his wife records it. We gain a sense of his anxiety about the flaking of surface integuments and disintegration of the self as we hear first of the death of his mother days after delivering him and then of his unwitting destruction, as an infant, of the only existing image of his mother, a miniature painted on ivory. He by turn is threatened with annihilation for the rest of his life, his ill health repeatedly sapping his will to live and taking him into deathlike faints. His mother, the ivory miniature and his own self have fallen under the same threat of destruction. His art activities emerge as his chance to make restitution or restore the eroded substance of his being. That ivory miniature was too fragile and its substance was merely epidermal; it could not carry the integral body. Throughout his career he sought to build solid pictures that would not be vulnerable in that way. There is evidence in his comments on materials and technique of a preoccupation with the building of firm substance in his work; he employed corporeal metaphors with respect to the body of the oil painting, its bones, flesh, skin and second skin.

A passage in the *Memorials* (1904), written by Georgiana Burne-Jones, records Burne-Jones’s anxiety about the surface of his oil paint in 1873 when he was working on *Merlin and Nimue* (also known as *The Beguiling of Merlin* [1872-7]). He wrote to his patron Leyland about the danger of the paint flaking off in patches after the passage of a few years, explaining that he had to start all over again:
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I’m in a miserable plight; not with the design, but with the damnable paint which seems everywhere insecure. I have had three wretched days since I first discovered the nature of the danger, but to-day I am convinced that it exists, and that for some reason or another there are spots innumerable in it where the paint will not bite the canvas, and where eventually it will chip off and shew ruinous gaps. [...] I am so disheartened that I can scarcely think about it any more. Perhaps I even exaggerate the evil, but it is maddening to be the victim of some trumpery material in this way.³

It seems that the effort to achieve a well-secured fabric which will not open up at the seams is the correlate of an anxiety always felt by Burne-Jones, about the tendency to disintegration of the human body, and in particular his own body. The analogy between painting and the human body was one he reached for quite readily when he came to discuss the necessity for orderly procedures in completing a painting. It won’t do to begin painting heads or much detail in this picture till it’s all settled. I do so believe in getting in the bones of the picture properly first, then putting on the flesh and afterwards the skin, and then another skin; last of all combing its hair and sending it forth to the world. If you begin with the flesh and the skin and trust to getting the bones right afterwards, it’s such a very slippery process’.⁴

The constructive efforts in Burne-Jones’s scrupulous technical procedures can be seen as the necessary investment in repair and armouring that accompany his vision of the fractured body.⁵

Alongside his resolve to build solid works of art, Burne-Jones expressed deep anxiety concerning the possible deterioration of the surface of his pictures. These ideas are then reduplicated by the inclusion of figures in the pictures whose substance seems to be compromised, who are lacking in robustness, shaky in their stance, apparently abraded and damaged on their surfaces.⁶ These figures stand as the central protagonists in the pictures’ dramas and seem perilously unequal to the challenges they face. The figures of St. George, the Merciful Knight, Perseus and the Knight in the story of the Sleeping Beauty are all examples of figures portrayed in this way in paintings. His male protagonists are usually slight and willowy, their features delicate, their poses uncertain and trembling. His antique and medieval heroes have elaborate, highly ornamented armour which is portrayed as being held together by little rivets, metal links and lacing. The equipment appears lightweight and made of dozens of elements, including overlapping plates like scales or leaves.
The sensitive melancholic heroes hesitate, brood and quiver, displaying the flexibility and points of vulnerability in their metal and leather outfits. Where we see action there is agile, nervy tenacity in the face of terrifying, multiform monsters. The encounters are costly in terms of pain and damage; all Burne-Jones’s heroes seem to be shredded and wounded by their experience. This persona, the persona of the fragile, emotionally intense hero was frequently denounced by critics as effeminate and unhealthy.

The armoured body appears in Burne-Jones’s work from the outset of his career. So close was the correlation between the fictional figure in every case and the elaborate, potentially faulty equipment sported by him that there is some justification for discussing the knights and heroes as constituting mechanised bodies. We can consider one particular work that Burne-Jones exhibited in 1864 at the Old Water-Colour Society (see fig. 1). This was The Merciful Knight, and was his first contribution to that exhibiting institution. It is a picture based on a story in Kenelm Digby’s The Broadstone of Honour (1822) in which a travelling knight stops to pray at an isolated shrine and becomes the focus of a miracle.

The picture shows the figure of a knight, more mature than the youthful figures Burne-Jones would later focus on. His somewhat gaunt and serious face is
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shown in profile at the miraculous moment when a wooden figure of Christ comes to life. The figure of Christ who embraces the kneeling pious knight is not entirely flesh nor fully wood; he leans forward stiffly, having detached his hands from the nails that fastened them to the cross. His feet are still nailed in place. Each nail head is highlighted with a little golden burst of light in this picture. The rivets and junction points in the knight’s shining dark armour are also highlighted with gold. The stiff and heavy armour in this case seems to constrain the figure, locking the shrivelled warrior in his worshipful stance in a way that is similar to the way the inorganic wood and metal hamper the movement of the Christ figure. In effect the Christ figure and the knight too are composite entities: part-organic part-inorganic.

The oddity of this scene struck reviewers. The treatment of the faces was seen as mannered, the angularity in the presentation of the figures was seen as an affectation of medievalism that set aside grace and smoothness of line in the composition and ran counter to nature and truth, ignoring skeletal structure, plausible musculature and bodily form. The religious implications seemed suspect. Edward Clifford, an artist himself who came to be a great friend and supporter of Burne-Jones recalled his uneasiness at seeing the pictures at the Old Watercolour Society. ‘I certainly did not like them. They were odd, and one of them, I thought, was even irreverent and painful’. Improbable accessories intruded with an emphasis on their material substance. The Art-Journal reviewer in 1864 found the display of burnished metal in the knight’s outfit excessive saying that he ‘seems to shake in his clattering armour’. These deficiencies were however accompanied by an intensity of feeling which was identified as being linked to glory in colour and a general sense of beauty.

The figure constituted by clattering armour takes over from a conventional functional neoclassical body in this early phase of Burne-Jones’s art. The pose of solemn devotion that the knight adopts is awkward and contracted as he leans forward from the waist, angles his legs backwards at the knee, and pulls his elbows tight into his body. He is folded up like an expandable mechanism, pressed into this compact stance by the love of Christ, actually prevented from wielding his sword against his enemy who departs unharmed. The intensification of feeling is conditional on the folding in on itself of the mechanised body. The intricacy of the
composition, the chopping up and partial blocking of perspectival space by the interposition of the slotted-together structure of the shrine, and the woven fence supporting the rose briar, produces not just a reduction in depth but a feeling of the undoing of singular and unified space in favour of multiple openings and pockets of visual stimulation: the patterns of the decorative iron work on the half-open door of the shrine, the roses on the fence in different areas of the picture and the vivid marigolds viewed under the platform all contribute to this effect. Burne-Jones’s work for churches in stained glass and oil from the late 1850s, and his compositions in watercolour and pen and ink in this period, bear these compositional characteristics and can be seen as analogous to Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s crowded and glowing watercolours of the late 1850s and early 1860s.⁹

It is instructive to set fictions of this sort, relating to medieval chivalry, against the specifics of the modern military environment. The journalist Henry Mayhew transcribed evidence concerning garment workers’ conditions, including those employed in the making of military uniforms, in articles written for the Morning Chronicle in 1849. Mayhew interviewed one aged needlewoman living in an attic:

I generally do the jackets, the trousers and the drill jackets for the marine soldiers that goes on board the ship, and they’re 4½d each. The soldiers’ great coats, with large capes and cuffs and half-lined, are only 5d to me, and there are eleven buttonholes to make in every one of them. I don’t think I could do one in nine hours, they’re such large ones. The men are five feet eleven and six foot and so on, and so I leave you to judge. [...] I couldn’t live upon what I get if I didn’t have a loaf now and then from the Scripture-reader that visits round about here. [...] I’ve done for the soldier from his gaiters to his cap, and I should like the Queen to see the state I’m in. I wish she’d come that’s all.¹⁰

The Queen never did make a visit to the cramped attics where outworkers slaved over buttonholes and military stripes for the six-footers and near six-footers among the troops, but she did make repeated visits to the Crystal Palace to marvel at the products of industry – from textiles to armaments – and to reflect along with mainstream bourgeois opinion on the industriousness of the workforce and the inventiveness of the designers. In the Great Exhibition of 1851 there was a diverse and visionary presentation of mechanical ingenuity appropriated for the service of the nation. One visit was specially arranged so that Queen Victoria could examine
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the gigantic statue of Richard Coeur de Lion by Marochetti, sited immediately outside the West End of the Crystal Palace (see fig. 2).

Marochetti was the Queen’s favourite sculptor and the artist whom she entrusted with the task of memorialising Albert on his death. The statue by Marochetti was a clay model of the figure later cast in bronze (in 1860) and placed outside the Houses of Parliament.

Dinah Mulock Craik wrote a poem on the topic of Marochetti’s statue at the exhibition, called simply ‘Coeur de Lion’ (1851) drawing a contrast between the serene elevation of this type of chivalry and the gaping multitude and turmoil of the modern day crowds below. The scale of the gigantic figure is alluded to in the imagery of looking up at its head against blue sky. She saw the figure as the epitome of physical strength, stern self-control and leadership

Behold! what need that rim
Of crown ’gainst this blue sky, to signal him
A monarch, of the monarchs that have been,
And, perhaps, are not?—Read his destinies
In the full brow o’er-arching kingly eyes,
In the strong hands, grasping both rein and sword,
In the close mouth, so sternly beautiful:—
Surely, a man who his own spirit can rule;
Lord of himself, therefore his brethren's lord.\(^{11}\)

---
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Later in the poem she switched gear and allowed that perhaps the contrast between the modern crowd and the leadership of the past could be reversed; to permit an acknowledgement of the ugly truths of the historical world and the obsolescence of autocratic ideas of leadership, in light of modern improvements imagined as physical, moral and political. In this view ancient nobility is corrupt and the modern popular is ethically superior. This is summed up in the second part of the poem in the idea that the air of ‘our living world’ is ‘far purer’.

How know we but these green-wreathed legends hide
An ugly truth that never could abide
In this our living world’s far purer air?—

Her conclusion was, however, that Marochetti’s evocation of grand heroic days should be valued:

Stand—imaging the grand heroic days;
And let our little children come and gaze,
Whispering with innocent awe—‘This was a King’.

The justification is that the statue offers an image of majesty and an experience of awe to the innocent children of the present.

It is interesting that at this date, in 1851, it seemed necessary to Mulock Craik to shuttle between the lineaments of romanticised kingly heroism and a revised perspective of the modern everyman. My argument will be that a mechanical model of the fighting body permitted just such a shift in perspective: Burne-Jones’s evocation of a folded-up man-machine drew on a store of imagery which was being elaborated in the mid-century. ‘The fine thing about a man is that he is such a splendid machine, so you can put him in motion, and make as many knobs and joints and muscles about him as you please’ said Burne-Jones in celebration of the potential for decorative and functional embellishment in the active male figure, signalling a commitment to elaboration and ingenious multiplicity of form that went beyond the single unified standard of the neoclassical ideal. By looking elsewhere in the Great Exhibition, beyond the (admittedly numerous) literal presentations of chivalric heroism in its statues, all of which depended on firm limbs, decisive gestures and grandeur of scale, and deployed an academic visual vocabulary fundamentally neoclassical in its bases, we can find that alternative.
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Marochetti’s figure was sited at the end of the building which was reserved for products of British industry. Inside the building at this end, in the gallery devoted to the display of philosophical instruments, was another figure that attracted some attention, the Lay Figure or Expanding Model Of A Man designed by the Polish exile and inventor Count Dunin, a medal-winner in the category of Philosophical Instruments and their dependent processes (see fig. 3). The Expanding Model was described by the Illustrated London News as ‘a most singular mechanical invention […] a marvel of human ingenuity’. Details of the invention were given in the official catalogue where it was listed as a ‘Piece of mechanism designed to illustrate the different proportions of the human figure: it admits of being expanded from the size of the Apollo Belvedere to that of a colossal statue’. It was explained ‘this invention could be made applicable in the artist’s studio’ (in other words as a lay figure to present the pose of any figure); but the catalogue entry went on, ‘its more immediate object is to facilitate the exact fitting of garments, more especially in cases where great numbers are to be provided for, as in the equipment of an army or providing clothing for a distant colony’. The contraption allowed the total armed contingent to be described and acknowledged, this one metal body contained them all, in all their peculiarities or deformities, from a less developed, five-foot specimen to a giant of six foot eight.
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We can see the Expanding Man in the Great Exhibition as the forward-looking technological counterpart of Marochetti’s fine art presentation of the national hero in 1851 and one that fitted better with the revised expectations of the heroic body in the democratic era. The mechanical device allowed for the linked platelets (made of steel and copper) to be rearranged, sliding behind each other as the overall figure dwindled and so pulling to the inside what had been external, and as the figure unfolded allowing the inner portions to be pushed outward. The handle at the back could be turned to adjust the mannequin; it was claimed that any individual’s measurements could be taken and transferred to the model which used a system of wheels, sliding plates, sliding tubes, adjusting screws and spiral springs to reframe the body. In one position it presented the ideal – when it offered the ‘correct likeness of the Apollo Belvedere’. This ideal form was shown when the contraption was less than fully extended; indeed anything less than the gigantic, including the ideal, contained hidden portions. The imaginative complex is one in which the bodily entity is seen as provisional and fractured, held together and functional, capable of deadly action but never fully stable, definitive or integral. The ideal and the monstrous are put into a continuum as the form undergoes variation.

Underlying this referencing of dissimilar body types in the multiplicity of the social order there is another imaginative construct which has to do with the enumerated elements going to make up the automaton. The catalogue entry on the device stresses the huge number of identical components: 48 grooved steel plates, 163 wheels, 203 slides, 476 metal washers, 704 sliding plates, 3,500 fixing and adjusting screws and so on. Upwards of 7,000 components are counted and these numbers are repeated with amazement in the press. The enumeration undertaken tallies up the standard components. The commentators marvel at the host of items employed. This, however, is a different kind of host to that represented by the physically varying soldiers in the humanistic vision of the British democratic military forces. A vision of not hundreds of thousands of differing individuals but of faceless mechanical legions is summoned up. This, I would maintain, is the necessary flipside in the 1850s of the comedic fantasy of the encompassing of
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infinite variety. In *Westward Ho!* the dastardly Spanish officers, mechanical, detached cruel and tyrannous, occupy this position. The Spanish commander, described as ‘in his glistening black armour, immovable as a man of iron’ is a double of Amyas the hero, and when Amyas operates under the urgings of resentment and hatred rather than love he comes to resemble the Spanish commander. Kingsley in his novel is at pains to argue against this alternate mode. Nevertheless it has its presence in the novel and arguably in all the cultural explorations of the potentially deformed heroic body at this early Victorian historical juncture which saw the decentring of the neoclassical ideal. Counting no longer relates to the individual numerical values, instead numbers start to appear in a more abstract way in terms of their interchangeability as positions within a series. This kind of enumeration and multiplication relate to a cluster of factors: factory production, the division of labour and the production of exchange value rather than use value. The Victorian enthusiast for scientific inventions, John Timbs, in an account of automata published in 1860, describes the amazing intricate mechanisms of Vaucanson and others: the mechanical puppets or as they were known in French (and occasionally in English) ‘androides’ produced as shows or entertainments. Timbs refers to Helmholtz’s view that eighteenth-century automata were marvels of invention and sagacity. Helmholtz commented on the eighteenth-century ability to produce machines that could duplicate the actions of a single man while the modern age, drawing technical lessons from these mechanical marvels, put its engineering skills to different use. ‘We no longer seek to build machines which shall fulfill the thousand services required of one man, but strive, on the contrary, that a machine shall perform one service, but shall occupy in so doing it, the place of a thousand men’. We can read this, perhaps against Helmholtz’s literal intentions, as indicating not that there was a cessation of production of free-standing mechanical figures in the Victorian period, but that the fantasies connected with them came to encompass the depersonalised logic of factory production, the action of a steam-driven hammer performing a single action perfectly again and again, as well as the amazing resemblance to a single living being.

Inventions that relied on folding mechanisms abounded in the exhibition. The *Illustrated London News* reported on a mechanical bedstead that woke up the
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The cutlery trade was picked out for its ability to produce intricate precision-made crafted objects depending on the fitting together of many different parts. Even a table knife involved a number of processes but, in the making of a two- or three-bladed folding knife, hundreds of operations were involved. The workshops of Sheffield were celebrated for their division of labour and craft skills. The idea of the implements of the table is involved in the Illustrated Exhibitor’s words, as the beef-and-bread foundation of British national strength is asserted, but there is an oddity in the idea of substance that attaches to this kind of object. The collapsible mechanised entity contains much beneath the surface but as the elements are revealed on their pivots the substance can all become surface. This becomes apparent in a highly complex piece of cutlery such as the eighty-bladed knife shown at the exhibition (see fig. 5). If this knife, the expanding lay figure or Burne-Jones’s clattering suit of armour is taken as the ideologically invested reference point for the body of the modern hero we find that it is actually a body where the idea of substance is overwritten by the idea of partition. The cuts have been inflicted, any jointing together or reassembly in cybernetic form can at best disavow the damage.
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Burne-Jones was intrigued to learn about developments in the study of the building blocks of the body. He enjoyed chatting to his scientific friends and learnt from Sir John Simon about advances in microscopy which produced greater insights into the way physical substance was made up of cells. Staining techniques allowed for the preparation of slides in which the junctures between cells showed up, as illustrated in the plates of Hassall’s 1849 publication *The Microscopic Anatomy of the Human Body.* In such investigations of the structure of the body the thinning out and detachment of the cells on the surface of the skin could readily be observed but so too could the cellular structure of the interior of the body, as in a plate showing portions of the human lung injected and magnified 100 diameters (see fig. 6). In an illustration of the cartilage of the rib the compressed cells on the margin of the cartilage are pointed out and the location of the development of new cells is investigated. The picture of the human body that was available in this kind of study was one in which substance itself was seen to be formed not just of units but also of mobile units. Burne-Jones’s wry response to being enlightened about ‘molecular formation’ shows that it was exactly this mobility that fascinated him: his wife’s biography reports him as saying in 1862, ‘Georgie, Mr. Simon has been here, and has told me that we are made of millions of little bits, and it’s only of my shoulder’s own mercy that it doesn’t march off to Hampstead Heath this afternoon’.
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In the 1850s and 1860s we can posit that physiology for Burne-Jones and
others was imagined in somewhat mechanistic terms. As the century went on I
would suggest that this mechanical model was supplemented by a rather
different sense of physical substance. Burne-Jones continued to encounter
scientists among his circle, and to read about scientific
developments as an interested layperson. He and his wife
were friends of George Eliot
and her partner the scientist
and theoretician George Henry
Lewes prior to Lewes’s death
in 1878. Through the woman,
Maria Zambaco, with whom he
had an affair in the late 1860s,
Burne-Jones was introduced to
the medical investigations of
the expert in syphilitic and
leprosy diseases to whom she
was married, Demetrius
Zambaco. Zambaco sought to
establish the relationship between nervous disturbances and physical diseases,
publishing on the effects of nervous perturbation on the development of gangrene in
185736 and on the interrelation between the nervous system and the syphilitic
condition in a prize-winning work of 1862.37 His later work centred on leprosy.
Burne-Jones broke with Maria Zambaco but it is surely no coincidence that he
became caught up in the late 1880s enthusiasm for the ‘Leper Priest of Molokai’,
Father Damien. In Burne-Jones’s work from the 1870s we can identify a shift from
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that early intensity of substanceless infolding (which I have been paralleling to the mechanical marvels of the Great Exhibition) to a sense of the spread and mutation of organic being through and beyond the self. In the remainder of this essay I will refer to physical features of the leprous body by way of a parallel to this second mode in Burne-Jones’s work.

We can take the example of the first work to be completed and exhibited in the series presenting the adventures of the hero Perseus: *Perseus and the Graiae* (1877-8, Earl of Balfour) shown at the Grosvenor Gallery in 1878 (see fig. 7). This work was completed as a bass relief in gesso: Burne-Jones also completed a later version in oil. The picture realises the groping panic of the three crouching sisters, deprived by Perseus of their single eye. It evokes the uncertain mapping of

![Fig. 7 Edward Burne-Jones, *Perseus and the Graiae*, relief in gesso with gilding and silvering on oak panel, 149 x 167 cm. National Museum Cardiff. © National Museum Cardiff. Photo: Christie’s Images, London.](image)
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topography solely through the sense of touch by means of the ridges and hollows of the swirling bass-relief design. Drapery and the hollows and sagging flesh of the sisters’ bodies (and in the later oil version, the dents and swelling of the landscape) are equalised and rendered uncertain, barely knowable. The figure of Perseus is bowed and forms one more hump in amongst the forms. The bass relief was ornamented in metallic hues of gold and silver, producing a dazzling surface that set the possibilities of sight and beauty radically apart from the knowledge that can be ascertained by touch. The optical qualities of the metallic finish were hyperbolic, stunning, not yielding up the intellectual control associated with vision organised in a perspectival scheme. The armoured body of Perseus is fused into this world where the secure positionality of agents and differentiation of organic and inorganic elements is brought into question.

The ridges of this, in some ways, invisible work serve to produce a continuity between entities. Instead of an array of variation and a stress on the severing of one portion of the self from another there is the suggestion that the three Graiae, indeed the four bodies, are merged under a common skin just as they all are party to the single organ, that detached eyeball. Hand gestures are repeated, the tilt of the wrist and the stretch of the delicate fingers as if all are driven by a simultaneous impulse. Perseus is not set up as an opposite to these figures; his bare foot is analogous to the foot of the crouching figure to the left, indeed it falls under her skirt, his delicate build already feminises him, his hands are just like theirs and the fastenings and overlaps of his armour bear comparison to the tent-like garment fixed at points and stretching and draping across the shoulders of the left-hand figure.

To investigate the historical conditions that encouraged this way of imagining and picturing the hero in the late-Victorian period it is necessary to move from the fabled land of the Graiae to the Hawaiian Islands. The Belgian priest, Joseph De Veuster, known as Father Damien, volunteered to become a resident in the leper colony on the Hawaiian island of Molokai and contracted leprosy himself, dying in 1889. Leprosy, now known as Hansen’s disease, is caused by a bacillus (Mycobacterium leprae) first identified in 1873, and in its nodular form produces a thickening of tissue in the face in ridges across the brows and round the nose so that
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the sufferer comes to resemble a lion in his or her facial features. One medical text describes ‘the deformity of countenance produced by the thickening, rugosity, and discolouration of the skin of the face. The heavy, lion-like brow is very remarkable’. As the skin stretches over the nodules in the cutis the epidermis becomes shiny, it has a tendency to desquamate or shed an outer layer at the centre of the nodule and the appearance of the leproma becomes shiny, varnished and cracked. These tubercles can shrink only to recur elsewhere in the body, or be accompanied by rubbery, keloidal overgrowth of tissue. At the ulcerative stage the tubercles can soften and produce pus. The 1870s saw a lively debate in the medical and general press about germ theory. The findings of Pasteur and Koch were publicised and disputed. By the late 1870s the germ theory of disease was well-established in medical circles so that Hansen’s discovery of the leprosy bacillus was acknowledged as a fundamental advance in understanding of the disease and the way it produces cellular alterations in the sufferer. By 1884, in an article on leprosy, the journal the Nineteenth Century maintained that society was now in a period of ‘the full blaze of germ theories, and the most complete microscopic discovery and demonstration of bacilli and microbes’.

The voluntary submission of Father Damien to the distortion of his body’s form and the progressive disintegration of his being was the subject of voyeuristic admiration in the British and American press. It paralleled the popular fascination with the extraordinary form of Joseph Carey Merrick, known as the Elephant Man, who died in 1890. The Penny Magazine published Father Damien’s portrait. The Times devoted column space to Damien’s death and the Pall Mall Gazette published his dying words and gave an account of the vanishing of his facial deformity after death. Burne-Jones learnt of Father Damien’s efforts and sent a watercolour of St. Francis of Assisi receiving the stigmata to Father Damien, via his friend Edward
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Clifford of the Church Army who arrived on the island when Damien was affected by the disease, but prior to his death (see fig. 8). The work was gilded on its surface:

It is painted with umber and with real gold, so that its lights change and change as you look at it from different points. St. Frances kneels in front, and as he gazes with his rapt but pain-stricken face at the winged vision of our Lord, he receives the stigmata in hands and feet.

We now only have an engraving after a design for the work but we can see the extraordinary manifold appearance of Christ’s body endowed with six wings that spread in all directions. Burne-Jones is imagining not just lesions or ulcers and stigmata-like piercings but something equivalent to leprous swellings. Furthermore this physical rearrangement is enacted in the mutability caused by the shiny surface of the work itself. The surface binds in the substance of the work and is the vehicle for mutation. It is reported that, unlike other gifts and pictures brought by Clifford that went into the Church in the settlement, this image by Burne-Jones went into Father Damien’s room. Burne-Jones was clearly articulating the parallel between the affliction suffered by Father Damien and the stigmata received by the saint, and previously by Christ himself. This was the official message of the Church-Army-sponsored visit: lanternslides of the life of Christ were taken over for the lepers to view so that they could parallel their own sufferings with those of Christ.

Burne-Jones received in return a photograph of a sketch Clifford had made of Father Damien, his face disfigured by the leprosy that he had contracted while working in the colony (see fig. 9). As Clifford describes him

His forehead is swollen and ridged, the eyebrows are gone, the nose is somewhat sunk and the ears are greatly enlarged. His hands and face look uneven with a sort of incipient boils, and his body also shows many signs of the disease.

As Rajah Brooke had been, Father Damien was hailed as a modern hero. Clifford compared Damien to heroes like General Gordon and Lord Shaftesbury and said ‘In admiring heroes we take the first step to becoming heroic’. The adulatory accounts of Damien’s life, including the Catholic Truth Society’s Life and Letters published in 1889, stressed his strength and simplicity, his ability to carry huge beams for construction, his physical fearlessness. Clifford’s own publication also came out in 1889. The next year the cult was added to by the contribution of Robert Louis
Stevenson who sought to defend Damien against imputations of immorality. Stevenson came up with a formula for rugged unconventional heroism which admitted some faults in the plain-featured priest of peasant background arguing that he had been too often depicted as a kind of waxwork saint with a ‘conventional halo and conventional features’.

The faults of bluntness, ignorance and irascibility were admitted as well as a lack of conventional handsomeness but not the sexual misdemeanours that were being used to explain his contraction of leprosy. We learn from Georgiana Burne-Jones that Burne-Jones kept the photograph of Clifford’s drawing of Father Damien permanently at the foot of his bed. It was the picture of the diseased man, with ‘poor marred face’ as Georgiana Burne-Jones described it, retained in preference to the idealised image of the young de Veuster that Clifford also included in his publication.

On his trip of 1888 Clifford was carrying out a case of the brown sticky gurgun oil which, mixed into an ointment with three parts of limewater made an ointment which many believed to be efficacious in limiting the effects of leprosy. This is reminiscent of the substantial, pasty medium that Burne-Jones used to try to fend off the effects of disintegration in his oil painting. In the figure of Damien we see a consolidation of Burne-Jones’s fears concerning integrity of being and the hopes for a revised body – monstrous-heroic – that could match up to the challenge. It seems that in the light of a bacterial threat to the integrity of the human body a new vision of the body of the modern hero evolved. The hero had to do more than hold together the perilously arranged platelets of his being. The cut or the scission between elements of being was no longer the sole issue once the bacterial infection produced a redefinition of physiological organisation so that cells were damaged, reorganised and reduplicated.
One way to give an account of the change is to say that the definitive form of the Apollo Belvedere wasn’t just challenged by the series of alternative shapes and sizes, potentially substitutes and equals, as in the 1850s, but was now challenged from within by a multiform, unpredictably eruptive organism. The emollient substance that prevented the bursting of the surface had always acted to counteract fragmentation in Burne-Jones’s work, and continued to do so; it fetishistically closed up the gaps between the separate components of the mechanical man but it could, in the logic of the ridged distortion of the leper priest’s face, be seen as a way to accommodate the swelling mutations of the organism. This is something beyond disavowal as the self allows itself to become hybridised.

Burne-Jones kept trying to produce works with a technical make-up that fended off disintegration. We have a record of the extreme distress he felt when in 1893 a prized watercolour *Love Among the Ruins* was damaged by the technician preparing to make a photogravure from it. His agitated reaction is further evidence of his investment in the integrity of the painted substance. A layer of albumen was applied to the highlights, this layer adhered to the surface and tore away paint so that the work was devastatingly damaged. Burne-Jones’s response was first of all

![Edward Burne-Jones, Love Among the Ruins, c. 1894, oil on canvas, Wightwick Manor, Staffordshire, UK/National Trust Photographic Library/Derrick E. Witty/The Bridgeman Art Library.](image)
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extreme grief: ‘all gone as if the devil had hated it and had his way [...] it was mine, very of me’. However, later, when he was calmer, he not only restored the watercolour but painstakingly constructed a replica, this time in oil paint which would be more robust, finishing it in 1894 (see fig. 10). It is very striking that the theme of the work seems to predict the ruin of the watercolour and the effort to replace it. It is a work that signals the developing interest that Burne-Jones had, once he moved away from the early focus on mechanical models of being, in organisms that expand and in which elements are displaced, pushing at the mantle of being.

The title *Love Among the Ruins* relates to a poem in Browning’s *Men and Women* of 1855 (‘Love Among the Ruins’) which imagines lovers meeting in the grassed-over ruins of an ancient Roman site. The now-levelled structures were previously so vast that columns of men twelve abreast could march on the marble walls. The motif was also linked by Burne-Jones to a passage in Edward Fitzgerald’s translation of *The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam* (1859) starting ‘Sometimes I think that never blows so red/The rose as where some buried Caesar bled’. The idea that comes across in *The Rubaiyat* is not just of a cessation of folly and bloodshed as in the Browning poem but more explicitly of an environment feeding directly on buried human remains.

The composition of *Love Among the Ruins* was adapted to accompany the passage starting ‘Sometimes I think that never blows so red / The rose as where some buried Caesar bled’. In *Love Among the Ruins* the figures sit on a platform within the ruined architectural structure making of their entwined bodies a substitute for the ruined forms. We see the brutal chips in the ornament on the edge of the platform and the fallen portions of the column sliding away in the lower portion of the composition. But just as the portions of the architecture descend, so the clinging forms of the human figures and the springing rose briars allow volume to be lifted up, permit the living entities to expand, spreading their limbs (loosely draped in swathes of the cloth of their garments). On the right of the picture these figures expand and occupy the space. On the left it is the rose briar that grows up and describes the curves and overlaps seen in the figures. Both the lovers and the rose deploy themselves in emulation of the rotund clambering putti that swing from the carved festoons of drapery in the frieze on the lintel. Here chubby flesh proliferates and the putti decisively push and pull the drapery which, as a surrogate for skin,
might indicate the limits of flesh. They challenge any such limit. This stands as a record of the embodiment experienced in the past, posited as a Roman past, refracted through familiar Renaissance depictions. The lovers, hollow-cheeked and sunken-eyed don’t achieve the boisterous mobility displayed in the classical carving. Their limbs can push at the cloth, envisaging the possibility of repositioning the integument, accommodating tubercular outgrowths, covering over lesions, but there is a question about any underlying vital solidity. The modern organisms (plants and people) feed on dead remnants and any volumetric presence that they achieve is marked by melancholy as the decay of this generation too is anticipated. The image reverberates in Burne-Jones’s output, thematically announcing the processes that the disease-like rending of its surface and subsequent repair would seem to enact.

In his mature work Burne-Jones’s warrior heroes seem to battle with uncontrollable multiform elements that are as much part of the hero’s body as alien to it. The struggle then is to maintain the body’s integrity in the light of its systemic tendency to erupt in strange monstrous forms. There is a way in which mutability and deformity are accepted and even celebrated in the late work, in line with new cultural patterns that in the late-Victorian period redrew the lineaments of the modern hero. Edward Clifford reached for a standard paradox in his lay sermon on Damien, delivered to the Christian Social Union, speaking of the lepers of Molokai he said ‘their settlement has been called a Living Graveyard’. The adoption of the dysmorphic body as a figure of heroic as well as monstrous capabilities had a macabre side to it. In straying from the neoclassical ideal of the hero, and progressively disturbing any stable polarisation between the integral, contained, shapely warrior and his protean, disintegrating foe Victorian culture intensified its commitment to the gothic. We might describe the gothic as a central rather than peripheral mode of the late-Victorian imagination. The gothic shifts from a mode concerned with alterity (against which a classical ideal self can be maintained) to a mode in which constitutive identity is explored. This article has proposed that in the late-Victorian period the biological metaphor takes over from the mechanical. Both the hero and his adversary distend and mass up, displaying unprecedented tubercles. Within the double state of living death morbidity and vitality coexist in animate form. The bacillus-infected tissue of the soldier-warrior may harbour dead cells
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resulting in fibrous indurations. Tubercles may shrink only to recur elsewhere in the body, or soften and leak pus. The prevailing fantasy is no longer of the organic fusing with the inorganic but of the unruly proliferation of the organic so that the organism bears this in vital and morbid states. The gothic hero of the late-Victorian period struggles in a melancholic state with a body that is unpredictable and unwieldy.\(^6\) For all their slim and elegant build the heroes of Burne-Jones’s late career are more akin to Father Damien (or indeed the afflicted Elephant Man) than to neoclassical presentations of Apollo.

Endnotes:
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